
YARIS CROSS COMPACT SUV

ALL NEW 
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CREATED 
FOR YOUR 
LIFESTYLE

Wherever life leads you, take it in your stride. 

Blending bold, sophisticated looks with 

spacious and commanding views of the road, 

Yaris Cross offers genuine SUV attitude on 

a scale that fits perfectly into the city and 

beyond. The efficient hybrid engine will keep 

you moving and you’ll enjoy the confidence 

to go anywhere you want, when you want. 

Drive on.
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POWERFUL 
DESIGN

Sit up and see the world from a new 

perspective. With its raised ground clearance 

and commanding driving position, the high-

riding Yaris Cross gives you the confidence to 

tackle the city on your terms.

Bold wheel arches, a wide planted stance 

and large imposing alloy wheels deliver 

unmistakable attitude. Yet, thanks to its 

compact size, you’ll instantly feel at home in 

bustling city streets. With reassuring poise 

and a spacious, versatile interior excelling at 

everyday demands, Yaris Cross, a true SUV, 

always keeps you moving.

Images are not UK specification.4
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HYBRID MOVES 
YOU FORWARD

From owning the city streets to embracing 

the open road, Yaris Cross is built with the 

fourth-generation, self-charging Hybrid 

system making every drive effortless. A new 

116 DIN hp 1.5-litre Hybrid powertrain delivers 

high levels of performance and efficiency. 

Switching seamlessly from petrol to electric 

power at just the right moment, you’re 

rewarded with smooth, responsive acceleration 

and excellent fuel efficiency. Once you press 

start, nothing holds you back in this SUV.

* Combined cycle.6



A CONFIDENT DRIVE

Thanks to the intelligent design 

of the Yaris Cross and its Hybrid 

engine, Yaris Cross is fun to drive 

and kinder to the environment. A 

lower centre of gravity and high 

body rigidity ensure that it’s agile 

threading through city streets 

and expertly handles country 

roads. Combined with low fuel 

consumption and CO₂ emissions, 

you’ll find life really starts to flow.

ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS 

Petrol Hybrid

POWER

116 DIN hp

FUEL CONSUMPTION

54.3-64.1 (FWD) 

55.3 (AWD-i)

CO₂ EMISSIONS

100–113 (FWD) – 115 (AWD-i) g/km 

ACCELERATION 0–62 MPH

11.2 seconds (FWD) 

11.8 seconds (AWD-i) 
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UNBEATABLE 
POISE 
IN EVERY 
SITUATION

Whatever the day throws at you, drive on. 

With Hybrid intelligent all-wheel drive 

(AWD-i), Yaris Cross is the only compact 

Hybrid SUV to offer the security of intelligent 

AWD-i. From cornering in heavy rain to 

accelerating on loose surfaces, AWD-i 

provides stability and traction. By switching 

automatically from front- to all-wheel drive, 

the lightweight system delivers great fuel 

efficiency and low CO₂ emissions, whether 

you’re tackling everyday commutes or 

extraordinary weather.
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HELP IS AT HAND

To give you a helping hand when 

conditions get tricky, Yaris Cross’s 

AWD-i mode switch features Trail 

and Snow modes. On icy, snowy 

and muddy roads, it helps to 

minimise wheel spin and tyre 

slip, keeping you on track and 

moving on.
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YOUR SPACE, 

YOUR RULES

The Yaris Cross’s large boot up to 

397 litres volume can be increased 

with a class-first 40:20:40 folding 

rear seat system◊, giving you the 

room you need when some things 

are impossible to leave behind. 

Images are not UK specification.
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SPACE THAT 
LETS LIFE FLOW

Whether it’s space for your shopping or 

bags for a weekend away, Yaris Cross has all 

the right answers. Practical and versatile, it 

features a kick-activated power back door* 

for when your hands are full. Its flexible rear 

interior space can be adjusted in height and 

split in two§, to give you secure underfloor 

storage◊ or increased luggage space on 

demand. And with a flex belt securing 

everything from bags to bikes and snowboards 

while you drive, finding room for life doesn’t 

get any smarter.

*  Only available on Excel & Premiere Edition. § Only on FWD. ◊  Not on Icon. 11



SIT BACK, 
RELAX AND 
PARK UP

*  Please note The City Pack reduces the 9" HD Wireless Smart Connect multimedia screen to the 8" Toyota Touch® with Go Navigation, and replaces 
the Reversing Camera with a 360º Panoramic View Monitor (PVM), and is only available on the Excel, Dynamic & Premiere Edition grades.

Choose the optional City Pack* and every 

space in the city is yours for the taking, 

nothing stops you. Whether you’re parallel 

parking outside your favourite store or 

reversing in a crowded supermarket parking 

bay, Toyota Advanced Parking Assist makes 

even the most challenging manoeuvres safer 

and convenient. With steering, acceleration 

and braking being operated automatically 

for you, the pressure of parking is a thing of 

the past. Along with the 360º Panoramic View 

Monitor this will make city life feel safer, even 

in the tightest spots.

Images are not UK specification.
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360º VIEWS OF THE CITY

A Panoramic view monitor 

combines images from four 

cameras to create a near 360º view 

of your surroundings, helping to 

make parking safer and easier.

UK specifications may vary. 13



CONNECTED 

WHENEVER, WHEREVER

With the MyT app’s expanding 

Connected Services offering, you 

can feel connected to your car, 

no matter where you are. Receive 

service reminders on the move and 

optimise your driving style to lower 

your fuel consumption with Hybrid 

Coaching. MyT helps you get the 

most out of life.
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LIFE IN SYNC

If you’re getting ready for the day or on the go 

away from your car, comfort and control are in 

the palm of your hand. With Remote Control 

Services* you can pre-set the temperature of 

your car’s cabin before setting off §, lock and 

unlock the doors or switch on the hazard lights, 

all operated via the MyT smartphone app.

You’ll also enjoy the freedom of wireless 

smartphone integration, including Apple 

CarPlay® with Siri voice assist and Android 

Auto™ with Google assistant. Once connected, 

your favourite smartphone apps like Spotify, 

WhatsApp, Audible, Google Maps and Waze 

are accessible on the car’s large touch screen. 

From playing music and making calls to 

listening to messages, you’ll always feel in 

sync with life.

*  Please note that remote control features are shown here for illustration purpose only.
§ When using the remote control services please ensure that:

•  This service may only be used on the owner’s/registered keeper’s drive, and you must 
not leave a parked vehicle unattended with the engine running whilst stationary on 
a public road.

•  The vehicle is fully immobilised, and you check the safety of the vehicle’s surroundings. 
Make sure that there are no people or animals inside the vehicle.

•  Do not operate the system if the hood is open or when the vehicle is parked indoors 
without ventilation.

•  Use this service only when necessary. Please be respectful of the environment and 
minimise any excessive noise or air pollution. 15



ALWAYS 
CONNECTED, 
NEVER FAZED 

With Toyota Smart Connect, advanced 

multimedia and connectivity is at your fingertips. 

A new 9" high-definition touch screen* makes 

streaming playlists, taking phone calls and 

accessing trip information easy, intuitive and 

safe. Featuring connected cloud navigation with 

live road events, Toyota Smart Connect takes the 

stress out of every trip. Its community-based, 

real-time accident and speed camera warnings 

plus live traffic navigation and over-the-air map 

updates make journeys feel smoother than ever. 

To help you stay focused on what matters, a full-

colour 10" Head Up Display§ projects essential 

information at a glance in your eyeline.

* Standard on Dynamic, Excel and Premier grades, and optional on Design.
§ Only available on Premiere Edition.16



INTEGRATED INTO LIFE

Whether it’s easily locating 

on-street parking or fuel, Toyota 

Smart Connect saves you time 

and energy at every turn.
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TOYOTA 
SAFETY SENSE 

The All New Yaris Cross comes with a 

comprehensive range of Toyota Safety and 

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems. From 

active safety technologies such as Pre-

Collision System with enhanced steering 

assist, Intelligent Adaptive Cruise Control and 

Lane Trace Assist, helping to protect you, your 

passengers and other road users too.

Yaris Cross also boasts an Adaptive High 

Beam System. Optimising your headlight 

beam when cornering or approaching other 

vehicles, the system helps you spot danger 

that’s out of sight while also reducing the 

stress and strain of night-time driving.

Images are not UK specification.18



PRE-COLLISION SYSTEM 

WITH EMERGENCY 

STEERING ASSIST AND 

INTERSECTION TURN ASSIST

When the possibility of a collision 

is detected, Pre-Collision System 

alerts the driver with audio 

and visual warnings and brake 

assistance is activated. If the 

driver fails to brake in time, the 

brakes automatically engage to 

reduce the likelihood and severity 

of an impact. In addition, early 

detection of pedestrians (day or 

night) and cyclists (day only) is also 

possible. Intersection Turn Assist 

and Emergency Steering Assist, 

provide further driver support in 

the daytime by delivering greater 

safety when turning at junctions 

and enhanced steering assistance 

and stability.

INTELLIGENT ADAPTIVE 

CRUISE CONTROL (IACC)

Combining the benefits of Adaptive 

Cruise Control and Road Sign 

Assist, IACC automatically keeps 

the vehicle at a pre-selected speed 

and warns the driver if the speed 

limit changes, allowing them to 

easily adapt their cruising speed 

accordingly.

BLIND SPOT MONITOR*

Alerts the driver to any vehicles 

that might be missed in the 

side mirrors.

REAR CROSS 

TRAFFIC ALERT* 

AND INTELLIGENT 

CLEARANCE SONAR 

WITH AUTOMATIC 

BRAKING* 

When you back out of a 

parking space, rear-mounted 

sensors identify vehicles 

approaching from the left or 

right, or stationary objects. 

Warnings are given and the 

brakes applied to avoid a 

collision.

LANE TRACE ASSIST

Should the vehicle begin to 

drift unintentionally from its 

lane, steering assist is applied 

to correct its course and keep 

the vehicle centred in its lane. 

AUTOMATIC HIGH BEAM

When driving at night, a camera 

detects other vehicle’s lights and 

automatically switches between 

high and low beam, allowing the 

driver to concentrate safely on 

the road ahead.

* Features included in the Advanced Safety Pack (Standard on Excel and optional on Dynamic & Premiere Edition). 19



ICON

Sleek styling and technology essentials combined.

MAIN FEATURES 

— 16" Silver alloy wheels (10-spoke)

— 8" Toyota Touch® 2 multimedia 

system with Smartphone 

integration incl Apple CarPlay® & 

Android Auto™, 6 speakers, DAB & 

Bluetooth® Connectivity 

— Smart Entry & Push-button start

— Pre-Collision System with 

Pedestrian and Cyclist Detection & 

enhanced with Emergency Steering 

Assist

— Reversing Camera

— Full-range Adaptive Cruise Control

OPTIONAL FEATURES 

— Essential Protection Pack

— SUV Pack

— Adventure Pack

— Side Steps

— Sports Pack

— Towing Solutions

— Intelligent Adaptive Cruise 

Control (iACC)

— Automatic air conditioning

— Lane Trace Assist (LTA)

— Projector halogen headlights

— 3-spoke Leather steering wheel

— Grey Fabric seats & grey roof 

lining

— Manually height-adjustable, 

sliding front seats

— 4.2" multi-information screen

— Tyre Repair Kit (TRK)

20
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The versatile interior makes this the SUV you 

need if adventure is your escape.

DESIGN

OPTIONAL FEATURES 

— Tech Pack

— 17" Matt Black Alloy wheels 

(10-spoke)

— Essential Protection Pack

— SUV Pack

— Adventure Pack

— Side Steps

— Sports Pack

— Towing Solutions

— 17" Bi-tone Dark grey machined-

face alloy wheels (5-double-spoke)

— 40:20:40 split-folding 2nd row 

rear seats

— LED projector headlights

— LED Fog lights

— LED rear lights with sequential 

indicators

— Light blue ambient lighting 

on front doors, centre console 

& footwell

— Privacy glass

— Aluminium roof rails

— 7" multi-information screen 

— Rear cup holders

— Black roof lining

MAIN FEATURES (additional to Icon) 

22
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EXCEL

With advanced technology and sophisticated looks.

— 18" Bi-tone Dark grey machined-

face alloy wheels (5-triple-spoke)

— Kick-activated power back door

— Heated steering wheel

— 9" HD Toyota Smart Connect 

multimedia system with wireless 

Smartphone integration incl Apple 

CarPlay® & Android Auto™

— Blind Spot Monitor (BSM)

— Taupe fabric & synthetic leather 

seats, with heated front sports 

seats & power-adjustable 

lumbar on driver’s seat

— Intelligent front & rear parking 

sensors with clearance sonar 

& automatic braking

— Rear Cross Traffic Alert with 

Brake Assist (RCTA-B)

— Auto-retractable door mirrors

— Driver & passenger seatback 

pockets

— Electrochromatic auto-dimming 

rear-view mirror

— Dual-zone automatic air 

conditioning

— Grey roof lining

— Under floor boot storage with 

40:60 split deckboard

— 12v boot power outlet

OPTIONAL FEATURES 

— Toyota Skyview® Panoramic Roof 

— JBL® Premium Sound System

— City Pack

— 18" Machined-black alloy wheels 

(10-double-spoke)

— Essential Protection Pack

— SUV Pack

— Adventure Pack

— Side Steps

— Sports Pack

— Towing Solutions

MAIN FEATURES (additional to Design) 
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DYNAMIC

The luxuriously equipped Dynamic grade delivers intuitive 

technology, and stand out design.

— 18" Dark grey alloy wheels (5-triple)

— Black bi-tone roof & door mirrors

— Front & rear under-runs

— 9" HD Toyota Smart Connect 

multimedia system with wireless 

Smartphone integration incl Apple 

CarPlay® & Android Auto™

— Black fabric & synthetic leather 

seats with heated front sports 

seats & power-adjustable lumbar 

on drivers seat

— Auto-retractable door mirrors

— Driver & passenger seatback 

pockets

— Electrochromatic auto-dimming 

rear view mirror

— Dual-zone automatic air 

conditioning

— Under floor boot storage with 

40:60 split deckboard (FWD only)

— 12v boot power outlet

— Rear seat protection & boot liner

OPTIONAL FEATURES 

— Toyota Skyview® Panoramic Roof 

— JBL® Premium Sound System

— City & Advanced Safety Pack

— Advanced Safety Pack

— 18" Machined-black alloy wheels 

(10-double-spoke)

— Adventure Pack

— Side Steps

— Sports Pack

— Towing Solutions

MAIN FEATURES (additional to Design) 
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PREMIERE EDITION

Distinctive design blended with premium comfort and technology. 

OPTIONAL FEATURES 

— City & Advanced Safety Pack

— Advanced Safety Pack

— 18" Machined-black alloy wheels 

(10-double-spoke)

— Adventure Pack

— Side Steps

— Sports Pack

— Towing Solutions

— 18" Bi-tone dark chrome machined-

face alloy wheels (10-spoke)

— JBL® Premium Sound System & 

8 speakers

— Kick-activated Power back door

— 10" colour Head Up Display 

(HUD)

— Black leather seats

MAIN FEATURES (additional to Dynamic)
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SINGLE COLOUR CHOICES

* Pearlescent paint. § Metallic paint.30
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BI-TONE COLOUR CHOICES

209 Eclipse Black§ roof 202 Black roof 
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WHEEL CHOICES

16" Silver alloy wheels (10-spoke)

Standard on Icon

17" Bi-tone dark grey machined-face 

alloy wheels (5-double-spoke)

Standard on Design

18" Dark grey alloy wheels (5-triple-spoke) 

Standard on Dynamic

18" Bi-tone dark chrome machined-face 

alloy wheels (10-spoke) 

Standard on Premiere Edtition

17" Matt Black Alloy wheels 

(10-double-spoke) 

Optional on Design

18" Machined-black alloy wheels 

(10-double-spoke) 

Optional on Excel, Dynamic & 

Premiere Edition

18" Bi-tone dark grey machined-face 

alloy wheels (5-triple-spoke) 

Standard on Excel

32



TRIM CHOICES

Grey fabric 

Standard on Icon & Design 

Black fabric & synthetic leather 

Standard on Dynamic

Black leather 

Standard on Premiere Edition

Taupe fabric & synthetic leather 

Standard on Excel

33



SUV PACK

Bold, stylish and practical. 

Boost the dynamic characteristics 

of your Yaris Cross with our 

comprehensive SUV Pack whilst 

retaining it’s pristine condition. 

Perfect for those who enjoy 

mixing practicality with style.

— Rear Seat Protection 

— Boot Liner 

— Rubber Floor Mats 

— Front Mud Flaps 

— Rear Mud Flaps 

— Side Steps

TAILOR-MADE 
ACCESSORIES

FRONT & REAR MUD FLAPS

Mud flaps help protect your vehicle 

from everyday stones and pebbles 

projected from your SUV’s tyres.

REAR SEAT PROTECTION

Safeguard your rear seats from 

luggage, bicycles and wear & tear 

with a toughened, plastic protector.
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ESSENTIAL 
PROTECTION PACK*

Our Essential Protection Pack 

makes sure that your boot area is 

kept clean, tidy and protected at 

all times.

— Rear Seat Protection

— Boot Liner

* Not compatible with Dynamic & Premiere Edition grades (Boot liner & rear seat protection are standard on these grades). 35



INDIVIDUAL 
STYLE

For the full range of accessories, please visit the Toyota retailer website.

SPORTS PACK – SILVER 

The Sports Pack is the perfect 

statement for those who would 

like to add a touch of flair to their 

Yaris Cross. The Sports Pack body 

kit comes with a front and rear 

skirt and is guaranteed to add 

a stylish look to your new car.

Displayed with accessory wheel; 

18" Machined-black alloy wheels 

(10-double-spoke).

— Rear skirt

— Front skirt

36



ADVENTURE PACK

For those who use their vehicle in 

all conditions. Whether driving 

through muddy roads, gravel or 

wet conditions, our mud flaps will 

keep your vehicle’s paint safe from 

the scratches of everyday driving 

whilst our premium and tough 

easy-to-clean rubber floor mats 

will keep the interior of your 

Yaris Cross looking tidy.

SIDE STEPS

Add a touch of practicality and 

style with tailor-made Side Steps 

for the Yaris Cross.

TOW BARS

—  Horizontal Detachable 

Towing Hitch  

— 13-Pin Electrics

—  Tow Bar Harness Adapter 

(13-Pin to 7-Pin)

FRONT & REAR MUD FLAPS

SIDE STEPS

TOWING HITCH

RUBBER FLOOR MATS
— Rubber Floor Mats 

— Front Mud Flaps 

— Rear Mud Flaps

37



SPECIFICATIONS
ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

1.5 Petrol Hybrid (116hp) Automatic 

Front Wheel Drive - FWD

1.5 Petrol Hybrid (116hp) Automatic 

All Wheel Drive - AWD-i

CO₂ Combined WLTP (g/km) 100-117 115-116

Fuel Economy - Combined Max WLTP (mpg) 54.3-64.1 55.3

Fuel Grade - recommended 95 or more (octane) 95 or more (octane)

Fuel tank capacity 36 36

Euro class EURO 6 AP EURO 6 AP

 Figures are provided for comparative purposes; only compare fuel consumption and CO₂ figures with other cars tested to the same technical procedures. These figures may not reflect real-life 
driving results. All models and grades are certified according to the World Harmonised Light Vehicle Test Procedure (WLTP), which replaces the New European Driving Cycle test procedure 
(NEDC). All CO₂ figures quoted are NEDC equivalent. All mpg figures quoted are WLTP figures.       

ENGINE 1.5 Petrol Hybrid (116hp) Automatic

Engine Code M15A-FXE

Number of Cylinders 3 cylinder, in line

Valve Mechanism DOHC four-valve roller rocker IN: VVT-iE EX: VVT-i

Fuel Injection System Fuel injection

Displacement (cc) 1490

Bore x Stroke (mm x mm) 80.5 x 97.6

Compression Ratio 14.0:1

Maximum output (kW@rpm) 85

Maximum output (DIN hp) 116

Maximum torque (Nm@rpm) 120/3600-4800

Total hybrid system output (kW) 85
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ELECTRIC FRONT MOTOR HYBRID VEHICLE BATTERY

Type Permanent magnet synchronous motor Type Lithium-ion

Maximum output (kW) 59 Number of modules 48

Maximum torque (Nm) 141 Capacity Ah (hr) 4.3

TRANSMISSION 1.5 Petrol Hybrid (116hp) Automatic

Transmission Type Automatic

PERFORMANCE

Maximum Speed (mph) 105

Acceleration 0-62 (mph) 11.2*/11.8§

Drag Coefficient 0.35*/0.36§

* FWD. § AWD-i.

SUSPENSION

Suspension Front Macpherson Strut

Suspension Rear Torsion Beam

BRAKES

Brakes Front Ventilated disc 1-cylinder

Brakes Rear Solid disc 1-cylinder

39



SPECIFICATIONS
WEIGHTS & TOWING CAPACITY 1.5 Petrol Hybrid (116hp) Automatic

Gross Train Weight - Total (kg) 2440

Gross Vehicle Weight - Total (kg) 1690*/1775§

Kerb Weight 1265–1290*/1360§

* FWD. § AWD-i.

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS 5 Door SUV

Exterior length (mm) 4180

Exterior width (mm) 1765

Exterior height (mm) 1595

Front Tread (mm) 1517*/1527§

Rear Tread (mm) 1504◊/1517*/1527§

Overhang Front (mm) 860

Overhang Rear (mm) 760

Wheelbase (mm) 2560

* 17" & 18" Alloys. § 16" Alloys.  ◊ AWD-i.

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS 5 Door SUV

Number of Seats 5

Interior length (mm) 1840

Interior width (mm) 1430

Interior height (mm) 1205

LUGGAGE VOLUME 5 Door SUV

Luggage Capacity (laden to tonneau cover) (l) 397*/320§

5-seat mode (laden to tonneau cover) 397

5-seat mode (laden to roof) 460*/401§

2-seat mode (laden to roof) 1097

Load volume (m³) 0.401

* FWD. § AWD-i.
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STEERING 5 Door SUV

Turning Radius tyre (m) 5.3

OFF ROAD 5 Door SUV

Min. running ground clearance (mm) 170

Approach Angle (°) 20

Departure Angle (°) 35

Ramp break-over angle (°) 19

WHEELS Icon Design Excel Dynamic Premiere Edition

Tyre Repair Kit (TRK) l l l l l 

16'' Silver Alloy wheels (10-spoke) l – – – – 

17'' Bi-tone Dark Grey Machined-face Alloy wheels (5-double-spoke) – l – – – 

17" Matt Black Alloy Wheels (10-Spoke) – ¡ – – – 

18'' Dark Grey Alloy wheels (5-triple-spoke) – – – l – 

18'' Bi-tone Dark Chrome Machined-face Alloy wheels (10-spoke) – – – – l 

18'' Bi-tone Dark Grey Machined-face Alloy wheels (5-triple-spoke) – – l – – 

18" Machined-black Alloy Wheels (10-double-spoke) – – ¡ ¡ ¡ 

15
9

5
 m

m

1517*/1527§ mm

1765 mm

2560 mm

4180 mm

860 mm 1504◊/1517*/1527§ mm

1765 mm

760 mm

l = Standard ¡ = Optional − = Not available

* 17" & 18" Alloys. § 16" Alloys. ◊ AWD-i.
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EQUIPMENT
EXTERIOR STYLING Icon Design Excel Dynamic Premiere Edition

Black lower front grille  l  l  l  l  l 

Black upper front grille  l  l  –  –  – 

Gloss black upper front grille  –  –  l  l  l 

Body-coloured door handles  l  l  l  l  l 

Body-coloured front bumper  l  l  l  l  l 

Body-coloured rear bumper  l  l  l  l  l 

LED Front light guide  –  l  l  l  l 

LED Rear light guide  –  l  l  l  l 

Privacy Glass  –  l  l  l  l 

Shark-fin antenna  l  l  l  l  l 

Front under-run  –  –  –  l  l 

Rear under-run  –  –  –  l  l 

EXTERIOR COMFORT Icon Design Excel Dynamic Premiere Edition

Smart Entry & Push-button start  l  l  l  l  l 

Auto headlights  l  l  l  l  l 

Auto wipers  l  l  l  l  l 

Automatic headlight cut-off  l  l  l  l  l 

Manually retractable door mirrors  l  l  –  –  – 

Auto-retractable door mirrors  –  –  l  l  l 

Power-adjustable door mirrors  l  l  l  l  l 

Electric heated door mirrors  l  l  l  l  l 

Follow-me-home headlights  l  l  l  l  l 

Headlight cut-off reminder  l  l  l  l  l 

Kick-activated Power back door  –  –  l  –  l 

Remote door lock  l  l  l  l  l 
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INTERIOR STYLING Icon Design Excel Dynamic Premiere Edition

3-spoke Leather steering wheel  l  l  l  l  l 

Electronic parking brake  l  l  l  l  l 

Black roof lining  –  l  –  l  l 

Grey roof lining  l  –  l  –  – 

Leather gear shift  l  l  l  l  l 

Light blue ambient lighting on front doors, Centre console & footwell  –  l  l  l  l 

INTERIOR COMFORT Icon Design Excel Dynamic Premiere Edition

Automatic air conditioning  l  l  –  –  – 

Dual-zone automatic air conditioning  –  –  l  l  l 

Assist grips - Front & rear  l  l  l  l  l 

Audio, telephone, multimedia, ACC, LDA, Voice recognition & 

Speed Limiter switches on steering wheel  l  l  l  l  l 

Electrochromatic auto-dimming rear-view mirror  –  –  l  l  l 

Automatic High Beam (AHB) on/off switch  l  l  l  l  l 

Boot light  l  l  l  l  l 

Central armrest  l  l  l  l  l 

Child safety door lock  l  l  l  l  l 

Driver & front passenger personal lights  l  l  l  l  l 

Electric Power Steering (EPS)  l  l  l  l  l 

Front power windows with Auto up & down function 

and Anti-jam protection  l  l  l  l  l 

Heated Front sports seats with power-adjustable lumbar support on 

driver’s seat  –  –  l  l  l 

Heated steering wheel  –  –  l  –  – 

Height-adjustable front seats  l  l  l  l  l 

Light on driver & passenger’s sun visor  –  –  l  l  l 

Manual tilt & telescopic steering wheel  l  l  l  l  l 

Mirror on driver & passenger’s sun visor  l  l  l  l  l 

l = Standard ¡ = Optional − = Not available 43



EQUIPMENT
INTERIOR COMFORT Icon Design Excel Dynamic Premiere Edition

Noise reduction layer on windscreen  l  l  l  l  l 

Pollen air filter  l  l  l  l  l 

Power door lock  l  l  l  l  l 

Power passenger window lock  l  l  l  l  l 

Rear power windows  l  l  l  l  l 

Rear window defogger & wiper  l  l  l  l  l 

Speed-detecting automatic door lock  l  l  l  l  l 

10" colour Head Up Display (HUD)  –  –  –  –  l 

60:40 split-folding rear seats  l  –  –  –  – 

40:20:40 split-folding 2nd row rear seats  –  l  l  l  l 

AWD-i Switch  –  –  –  l  *   l  *  

12v power outlet - Front  l  l  l  l  l 

4.2" multi-information screen  l  –  –  –  – 

7" multi-information screen  –  l  l  l  l 

* Only available on AWD-i.    

STORAGE Icon Design Excel Dynamic Premiere Edition

Boot underfloor storage  –  –  l  l  l 

Coat hooks - 2 rear  l  l  l  l  l 

Driver & passenger seatback pockets  –  –  l  l  l 

Hooks for luggage holding belt  –  l  l  l  l 

Soft tonneau cover  l  l  l  l  l 

Front cup holders  l  l  l  l  l 

Rear cup holders  –  l  l  l  l 

40:60 split deckboard in Boot (FWD)  –  –  l  l     l    

Mono deckboard in Boot (AWD-i)  –  –  –  l     l    
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MULTIMEDIA Icon Design Excel Dynamic Premiere Edition

9" HD Toyota Smart Connect multimedia system with wireless 

Smartphone integration incl Apple CarPlay® & Android Auto™ & 

connected cloud Navigation  –  ¡  l  l  l 

8" Toyota Touch® 2 multimedia system with Smartphone integration incl 

Apple CarPlay® & Android Auto™  l  l ¡  * ¡  * ¡  *

6 speakers  l  l  l  l  – 

8 speakers  –  –  ¡     §  ¡   §  l 

Bluetooth® Connectivity  l  l  l  l  l 

Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB)  l  l  l  l  l 

JBL® Premium Sound System  –  –  ¡  ¡  l 

MyT Connected Services  l  l  l  l  l 

USB connector  l  l  l  l  l 

* Optional ONLY as part of the City Pack. § Optional ONLY as part of the JBL Pack.

SAFETY Icon Design Excel Dynamic Premiere Edition

Intelligent Front & rear parking sensors with clearance sonar & 

automatic braking  –  –  l ¡  * ¡  *

Reversing Camera  l  l  l  l  l 

Pre-Collision System with Pedestrian and Cyclist Detection  l  l  l  l  l 

Road Sign Assist (RSA)  l  l  l  l  l 

Automatic High Beam (AHB)  l  l  l  l  l 

Full-range Adaptive Cruise Control  l  l  l  l  l 

LED Projector headlights  –  l  l  l  l 

Adjustable Speed Limiter (ASL)  l  l  l  l  l 

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) with Electronic Brake force Distribution 

(EBD)  l  l  l  l  l 

Blind Spot Monitor (BSM)  –  –  l ¡  * ¡  *

Brake Assist (BA)  l  l  l  l  l 

Downhill Assist Control (DAC)  –  –  –  l  §  l  § 

Driver Attention Alert  l  l  l  l  l 

* Optional ONLY as part of the Advanced Safety Pack.  § Only available on AWD-i.    
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EQUIPMENT
SAFETY Icon Design Excel Dynamic Premiere Edition

eCall emergency call system  l  l  l  l  l 

Emergency Brake-light Signal (EBS)  l  l  l  l  l 

Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)  l  l  l  l  l 

Immobiliser  l  l  l  l  l 

Intrusion Alarm  l  l  l  l  l 

Lane Trace Assist (LTA)  l  l  l  l  l 

360º Panoramic View Monitor (PVM)  –  –  ¡ *  ¡ *  ¡* 

Advanced Parking Assist  –  –  ¡ *  ¡ *  ¡* 

LED Front fog lights & Indicators  –  l  l  l  l 

LED Rear lights with sequential indicators  –  l  l  l  l 

LED High-mounted stop light  l  l  l  l  l 

Manual headlight levelling  l  l  l  l  l 

Projector halogen headlights  l  –  –  –  – 

Traction Control (TRC)  l  l  l  l  l 

Tyre Pressure Warning System (TPWS)  l  l  l  l  l 

Pre-Collision System enhanced with Emergency Steering Assist  l  l  l  l  l 

Rear Cross Traffic Alert with Brake Assist (RCTA-B)  –  –  l  ¡ §  ¡§ 

Intelligent Adaptive Cruise Control (iACC)  l  l  l  l  l 

Steering-assisted Vehicle Stability Control (S-VSC)  l  l  l  l  l 

Driver & front passenger Whiplash Injury Lessening (WIL) seats  l  l  l  l  l 

Front seat belt reminder  l  l  l  l  l 

ISOFIX child restraint system  l  l  l  l  l 

Passenger airbag on/off-switch  l  l  l  l  l 

Rear seat belt reminder  l  l  l  l  l 

Driver & passenger central airbag  l  l  l  l  l 

Driver & passenger front airbag  l  l  l  l  l 

Driver & passenger side airbag  l  l  l  l  l 

Rear passenger side airbags  l  l  l  l  l 

    * Optional ONLY as part of the City Pack.   § Optional ONLY as part of the Advanced Safety Pack.
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PERFORMANCE, TRANSPORT & PROTECTION Icon Design Excel Dynamic Premiere Edition

Aluminium roof rails  –  l  l  l  l 

Black protection moulding on side doors  l  l  l  l  l 

Drive mode selector  l  l  l  l  l 

Rear spoiler  l  l  l  l  l 

Rear Limited Slip Differential (LSD) Lock  –  –  –  l  *   l  *  

Yaris Cross Floor mats  l  l  l  l  l 

* Only available on AWD-i.    

PACKS Icon Design Excel Dynamic Premiere Edition

Tech Pack – 9" HD Toyota Smart Connect multimedia system with 

wireless Smartphone integration incl Apple CarPlay® & Android Auto™ 

& connected cloud Navigation  –  ¡  l  l  l 

Skyview® Panoramic Roof  –  –  ¡   ¡   – 

JBL® Premium Sound System – 8 speakers including an 8 channel, 

HID8 amplifier & Clari-fi  –  –  ¡  ¡  l 

City Pack – 8" Toyota Touch® with Go Navigation, 360° Panoramic View 

Monitor (PVM), Advanced Parking Assist, Wi-fi & voice recognition  –  –  ¡  –  – 

Advanced Safety Pack – Front & rear parking sensors with Intelligent 

Clearance Sonar and Automatic braking, Rear Cross Traffic Alert 

(RCTA-B) & Blind Spot Monitor (BSM)  –  –  l  ¡  ¡ 

City & Advanced Safety Pack – 8" Toyota Touch® with Go Navigation, 

360° Panoramic View Monitor (PVM), Advanced Parking Assist, Wi-fi 

& voice recognition, Front & rear parking sensors with Intelligent 

Clearance Sonar and Automatic braking, Rear Cross Traffic Alert 

(RCTA-B) & Blind Spot Monitor (BSM)  –  –  –  ¡  ¡ 

Essential Protection Pack – Rear Seat Protection & Boot Liner  ¡  ¡  ¡  l  l 

SUV Pack – Rear Seat Protection, Boot Liner, Rubber Floor Mats, 

Mud Flaps & Side Steps  ¡  ¡  ¡  –  – 

Adventure Pack – Rubber Floor Mats & Mud Flaps  ¡  ¡  ¡  –  – 

Side Steps  ¡  ¡  ¡  ¡  ¡ 

Sports Pack – Front & rear silver skirts  ¡  ¡  ¡  ¡  ¡ 

Towing Pack – Horizontal Detachable Towing Hitch with 13 Pin Electrics  ¡  ¡  ¡  ¡  ¡ 

The SUV Pack is incompatible with the ‘Essential Protection Pack’ and ‘Adventure Pack’ due to the pack contents.
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At Toyota, we want to go beyond zero 

environmental impact and leave the world in 

a better place than we found it. To make that 

happen, we have set ourselves six challenges 

to complete by 2050. Each one presents its 

own difficulties, but we are committed to 

generating a positive and sustainable impact 

on society and the natural world as a whole.

CHALLENGE 1

NEW VEHICLE ZERO CO₂ EMISSIONS

By 2050, we want to reduce the CO₂ emissions from our 

vehicles by 90% compared to our 2010 levels. To achieve 

this, we will promote the development of new vehicles 

with low or zero carbon emissions, and do everything 

we can to increase the uptake of these vehicles.

For more information regarding Toyota 

Environmental Challenge please visit: 

toyota.co.uk/world-of-toyota/environment/

environmental-challenge-2050 

or contact your local Toyota dealer.

CHALLENGE 3

PLANT ZERO CO₂ EMISSIONS

To reduce carbon emissions at our manufacturing 

plants, we are focusing on improving the technologies 

we use and switching to alternative power sources. 

We are committed to making our facilities more energy-

efficient and adopting renewable energy sources such 

as solar and wind, as well as low-carbon power such as 

hydrogen energy.

CHALLENGE 5

ESTABLISHING A RECYCLING-BASED 

SOCIETY AND SYSTEMS

We’ve been working on the challenge of resource 

recycling for 40 years, with the result that 95% of 

every Toyota Yaris is now reusable and recoverable. 

In addition, we offer new and innovative ways of 

returning your vehicle when it eventually reaches 

‘the end of the road’. We are pursuing full life cycle 

management for battery recovery & reuse and 

remanufacturing green parts.

CHALLENGE 2

LIFE CYCLE ZERO CO₂ EMISSIONS

We are working to create more environmentally friendly 

designs – and then analysing and refining them to 

ensure the lowest possible environmental impact 

throughout the vehicle’s entire life cycle*.

CHALLENGE 4

MINIMISING AND OPTIMISING 

WATER USAGE

To minimise water usage, we have started to collect 

rainwater at our manufacturing plants. We have also 

developed purification methods so that the water we do 

use can either be used again or returned safely into the 

local supply.

CHALLENGE 6

ESTABLISHING A FUTURE SOCIETY 

IN HARMONY WITH NATURE

To preserve and enhance our co-existence with 

the natural world, we are organising reforestation 

and tree planting, green urban schemes and other 

environmental initiatives, both at our own sites and in 

the wider world. Our aim is to establish a society where 

people and nature coexist in harmony.

*  Toyota’s LCA methodology, which is applied to our passenger vehicles, 
was reviewed and approved by T.V Rheinland and has been certified 
to comply with ISO14040/14044 standards.48
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Servicing your Toyota 
Toyota Service Pricing means you will be sure to 
know the cost of your service up front. Expertly 
trained technicians using only genuine Toyota 
parts will carry out your service at one of over 200 
Authorised Toyota Service Centres. The technicians 
will advise you on the correct service for your 
car based on the car’s age, mileage and service 
history.

For more information visit toyota.co.uk/owners/
servicing-and-aftercare/service-mot-maintenance

Service Plans
Inflation-proof pricing with a monthly or one-off 
payment plan means one less thing to worry 
about. With Toyota Service Plans the price you’re 
quoted is guaranteed for the duration of your plan. 
The service, parts and labour are all paid for either 
in monthly instalments or as a one-off payment at 
the beginning of your plan. 

For more information visit toyota.co.uk/owners/
servicing-and-aftercare/service-mot-maintenance

Toyota Price Repairs 
We offer transparent prices on a number of repair 
items for your Toyota giving you peace of mind 
when it comes to managing costs. Also don’t 
forget we only use genuine Toyota parts, all of 
which come with at least 12 months’ warranty 
(some even offer unlimited mileage warranties); 
and your car will always be dealt with by a trained 
Toyota technician. 

For more information visit toyota.co.uk/owners/
parts-accessories/parts

MyT
Whether you’re a long-term owner or have 
recently taken delivery of a new Toyota, there are 
lots of reasons to join MyT. Packed with time-
saving and convenient features, MyT ensures 
everything you need to manage your vehicle 
ownership is in one place. You’ll also gain access 
to My Rewards where you can enjoy great offers 
and discounts from big brands on everything 
from family days out to pampering as well as 
everyday deals. 

For more information visit toyota.co.uk/mytoyota 
or download the MyT app now available on 
iTunes® and Android. 

Toyota Accessories
Toyota accessories are designed and 
manufactured with the same care, quality and 
attention to detail as Toyota vehicles. Tailor-
made for your Toyota, they fit perfectly and add a 
personal touch of style, comfort and practicality. 
Also, because they’ve been tested under the 
most severe conditions, you can have complete 
confidence in their reliability and durability.

For more information visit toyota.co.uk/owners/
parts-accessories/parts

Toyota Roadside Assistance
When you buy a Toyota you will automatically 
receive 12 months’ AA Roadside Assistance in the 
UK and Europe, free of charge. After the first year 
the cost of Toyota Roadside Assistance is £7 per 
month if paid by monthly Direct Debit, £72 per 
annum if paid by annual Direct Debit, and £76 per 
annum when paid by all other payment methods.* 

For full terms and conditions please visit toyota.
co.uk/owners/roadside-assistance

Toyota Relax 

* Prices correct at time of going to print. 

OWNING YOUR YARIS CROSS
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Up to 10 Years (100,000 mile) Toyota warranty
Every new Toyota is eligible to be covered by 
up to 10 years’ manufacturer warranty through 
Toyota Relax. This is provided through an initial 
3 years manufacturer warranty that can be 
extended with regular servicing at a Toyota dealer. 
12 months warranty is included with every Toyota 
Service, up to 100,000 miles or 10 years, whichever 
comes first, giving you a chance to relax in the 
knowledge that you and your vehicle are in 
safe hands. Terms and conditions apply. 

For full details, please ask your official Toyota  
Centre or visit toyota.co.uk/relax  

Corrosion Cover
The 12-year unlimited mileage cover protects 
against rust perforation affecting sheet metal 
body panels as a result of a manufacturing fault. 
This warranty can also be transferred to any 
future owner throughout the 12-year period.

Rust and Paint Cover
The 3-year unlimited mileage cover protects 
against defects and surface rust as a result 
of a manufacturing fault.

Toyota Business Centre
Our Toyota Business Centre network promise 
you same-day access to a business manager 
or dedicated sales executive. With business 
offers and interactive wholelife cost modelling 
tools which consider emissions, fuel economy, 
servicing, insurance and residual value data, our 
advisers can accurately compare tax costs against 
any competitor. Whenever servicing is due, we 
can offer fixed-price servicing, free local vehicle 
collection and delivery (with wash and vac).

Special offers, fixed-price fleet servicing, specialist 
fleet insurance, business daily hire, Toyota Fleet 
Financial Services, extended test drives and a 
dedicated Business Centre Network are just some 
of the services business customers can expect 
from Toyota.

For more information visit toyota.co.uk/
businesscustomers

Toyota Motor Insurance
Toyota Motor Insurance is available for Toyota 
owners at competitive premiums. To obtain 
details of the benefits included and to arrange a 
quotation, please contact your local Toyota Centre 
or call 0800 350 500. 

Flexible Finance from Toyota Financial Services 
All our plans offer easy budgeting and peace of 
mind, and AccessToyota brings these benefits 
together in one flexible package. 

Toyota Financial Services, Great Burgh, 
Burgh Heath, Epsom, Surrey, KT18 5UZ.

Finance subject to status to over 18s only. 
Indemnities may be required. Terms and 
conditions apply.

TFS is authorised and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority.
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ALL NEW YARIS CROSS COMPACT SUV
www.toyota.co.uk

While every effort is made to reproduce accurate information, we reserve the right to change specifications, equipment and availability without prior notice. This brochure 
cannot be regarded as infallible (some of the vehicles shown may not be to exact UK specification), and as such does not constitute an offer for sale of any particular vehicle or 
specification. For the latest specification and availability, we ask that you contact your local Toyota Centre. Vehicle body colours may differ slightly from the printed images in 
this brochure. 

Quoted mpg and CO₂: Figures are provided for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption and CO₂ figures with other cars tested to the same technical procedures. 
These figures may not reflect real-life driving results. Fuel consumption and CO₂ produced varies significantly depending on a number of factors, including the accessories fitted 
(post-registration), driving style, conditions, speed and vehicle load. All models and grades are certified according to the World Harmonised Light Vehicle Test Procedure (WLTP). 
All mpg and CO₂ figures quoted are full WLTP figures. The official CO₂ figures for vehicles changed as from 6 April 2020, due to a change in the official method of calculation. CO₂
figures are used in the calculation of Vehicle Excise Duty (car tax) for new cars during their first year of registration. As a result, all CO₂ figures, car tax and ‘on the road’ prices for 
new vehicles, which were provided or displayed prior to 6 April 2020, may now have changed for vehicles which were not registered before that date. These dates may change, 
please visit www.vehicle-certification-agency.gov.uk/fcb/wltp.asp for the latest information. Please contact your local Toyota Centre for further information.

The use of the term ‘Toyota Accessories’ should not be taken to imply that the products on the accessory pages are actually manufactured by the Toyota Motor Corporation or 
Toyota (GB) PLC. Toyota (GB) PLC is continually updating and changing specifications of accessories and reserves the right to do so at any time without prior notice.

© 2021 by Toyota Motor Europe NV/SA (‘TME’). No part of this publication may in any way be reproduced without the prior written approval of Toyota (GB) PLC. 
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